PEERS® VIRTUAL SOCIAL SKILLS GROUP FOR COLLEGE STUDENTS

PEERS® for Young Adults is an evidence-based social skills program for students interested in developing friendships & romantic relationships.

16 group sessions starting in November/December 2020

Group meets virtually from 4:00-5:30 on Mondays

For college/graduate students who identify as on the autism spectrum

A parent or another adult must participate as a social coach

The group of 6-9 college students meets weekly to learn to:
- Expand conversational skills and use humor appropriately
- Improve dating skills & handle dating pressures
- Organize get-togethers with ease
- Handle disagreements and reputations effectively
....and more!

CALL THE SHEILA JOHNSON CENTER AT 434-924-7034
OR EMAIL ERICA ROUCH AT EJF3U@VIRGINIA.EDU
$375 FOR THE 16-SESSION PROGRAM
(PAYMENT PLAN AVAILABLE)
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